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Abstract
In this paper, we would like to present an
approach to construct a huge Bilingual
Knowledge Bank (BKB) .fiwn a given
bilingual COlpUS based on the idea of
synchronous Structured String-Tree
Correspondence (SSTC). The SSTC is a
general structure that can associate an
arbitrary tree structure to string in a
language as desired by the annotator to be
the intelpretation structure of the string, and
more importantly is the facility to specifY the
correspondence between the string and the
associated tree which can be non-projective.
With this structure, we are able to match
linguistic units at different inter levels of the
structure (i.e. define the correspondence
between substrings in the sentence, nodes in
the tree, subtrees in the tree and sub
correspondences in the SSTC). This flexibility
makes synchronous SSTC velY well suited for
the construction of a Bilingual Knowledge
Bank we need for the English-Malay MT
application.

Keywords: Structured String-Tree Correspon
dence (SSTC), Bilingual Knowledge Bank
(BKB), Example-Based Machine Translation
(EBMT).

1 Introduction
Recently, much effort was devoted to the
compilation of the bilingual corpora for the

'. purpose of machine translation. There is a
strong argument that a bilingual corpus, when
appropriately structured, can largely replace
conventional dictionaries and grammar mles
in machine translation. With this objective in
mind, we propose, in this paper, an approach
to construct a Bilingual Knowledge Bank
(BKB) from a given bilingual corpus. In our
approach, we introduce a flexible annotation
schema called synchronous Stmctured String
Tree Correspondence (SSTC), which will be

used as the basic structure to annotate
translation pairs in the bilingual corpus. The
SSTC is a general stmcture that can associate
an arbitrary tree stmcture to string in a
language as desired by the annotator to be the
interpretation structure of the string, and more
importantly is the facility to specify the
correspondence between the string and the
associated tree which can be non-projective.
The flexibility in the mapping from source to
target languages, using synchronous SSTC,
makes possible to state direct
correspondences without a mediating
interlingual representation. By doing this, we
are able to match linguistic units at different
inter levels of the stmcture (i.e. define the
correspondence between substrings in the
sentence, nodes in the tree, subtrees in the
tree and sub-correspondences in the SSTC).
This flexibility makes synchronous SSTC
very well suited for the constmction of a
Bilingual Knowledge Bank we need for the
English-Malay MT application.

In this paper, we will propose an approach
to construct a huge BKB by incorporating
some of the existing tools in the annotation
process. First, bitext alignment tools that have
been proven their efficiency on other pairs of
languages (i.e. SIMR: a bitext mapping tool
and GSA: a segment alignment tool) will be
adapted to perform English-Malay bitext
alignment. Each English sentence in the
aligned bitext will then be annotated with part
of speech (POS) and phrase structure tree
produced by the Apple Pie Parser (APP) for
English. The annotated English sentences will
then be compiled into an SSTC structure.
Next, the Malay SSTC stmcture of each
Malay sentence will be generated based on
the corresponding English SSTC stmcture
and the alignment mapping. Finally, the
resultant pair of English and Malay SSTCs
will be edited semi-automatically to obtain a



Figure 1: Example output of the processes of bitext
mapping and alignment

Bitext Mapping and Alignment

Idea asas bagi renghuraian berasaskan -eontoh
ada.lah mudah: Iaitu untuk mencari perwakilan
yang sepadan bagi suatu ayat input berdasarkan
perwakilan ayat yang serupa dalam rengkalan
contoh.

popular in implementing such EBMT
systems. Sentences in the BKB are normally
annotated with their constituency or
dependency structures [9]; which in tum
allow the correspondences to be established at
the stmctural level. Here, to facilitate such
stmctural annotation, we use the Structured
String-Tree Correspondence (SSTC) to
annotate the examples in our BKB.
Furthermore, the SSTC stmcture can easily be
extended to keep multiple levels of linguistic
information, if they are considered important
to enhance the performance of the ma;hine
translation system. For instance, in our case
here, each node representing a word in the
annotated tree structure is tagged with part of
speech (POS).

In this section, we shall first introduce the
concept of SSTC. It followed by the
description of a bitext synchronous parsing
technique used to generate both the English
and Mall\Y SSTCs for a given aligned
translation pair. Finally, we show how the
resultant pair of English and Malay SSTCs
can be edited semi-automatically to obtain a
synchron0us SSTC which is the basic element
ofBKB.

The basic idea of example - based parsing is
very simple: It is to find the corresponding
representation for an input sentence based on
the representations of similar sentenc .
example - base.

T:Malay

S;English

synchronous SSTC, which is the basic
element ofBKB.

2 Bitext Mapping and Alignment
In our proposed approach, texts that are
available in two languages (English-Malay
bitexts), are the main source of data. The first
step in extracting useful information from
bitexts is to find corresponding words and
terms in the bitext (Le. bitext mapping and
text alignment). To achive this, bitext
alignment tools that have been proven their
efficiency on other pairs of languages (i.e.
SIMR: a bitext mapping tool and GSA: a
segment alignment t001) will be adapted to
perform English-Malay bitext alignment. A
brief introduction to the SIMRIGSA tools is
given in the next subsection.

2.1 SIMR bitext mapping I GSA segment
alignments tools
SIMR, the Smooth Injective Map Recognizer,
a generic pattern recognition algorithm that- is
particularly well suited to mapping bite,xt
correspondence. SIMR exploits the
correlation between the lengths of mutual
tnmslations. Like the chew-align [4J,SIMR
infers bitext maps from likely points of
corresponde-nce between the two texts, points
that are plotted in a two-dimensional space of
possibilities. Unlike other methods, SIMR
greedIly searches for only a small chain of
correspondence points at a time.

SIMR can be' used with the Geometric
Segment Alignment (GSA) algorithm. Given
a sequence of segments boundaries for each
half of a bitext, the GSA algorithm reduces
sets of correspondence points to segmer;t
alignments. A set of correspondence points,
supplemented with segment boundary
infonriation, which are pmdnced by the
SIMR, expresses segment correspondence,
which is a richer representation than segm~nt

alignment. For more details on SIMRIGSA
algorithms, see [7], [8]. Figure I gives an
example to illustrate the output from the
processes bitext mapping and alignment.

3 The Construction of BKB based
on Synchronous SSTC
In Example-Based Machine Translation
system [10], the use of Bilingual Knowledge
Bank (BKB) containing the bilingual parallel
texts encoded with correspondences between
the source and the target sentences is quite
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String John picks
0-1 1-2

picks[v] up[p]
(1-2+4-5/0-5)

/~
John[n] ball[n]
(0-110-1) (3-4

picks[v] up[p]
( 1-2+4-5/0-5)

/~
John[n] ball[n]
(0-110-1) 2-4)

picks[v] up[p]
(1-2+4-51 )

/
John[n]

(0-1/0-1)

Tree

Tree

Tree

Tree

Figure 2: An SSTC recording the sentence "John
picks the ball up" and its dependency tree together
with the correspondences between substrings of the
sentence and subtrees of the tree.

assigned to the STREE of each node, e.g. the
subtree rooted at node "picks up" with
STREE interval (0-5) corresponds to the
whole sentence "John picks the ball up", the
subtree rooted at node "ball" with STREE
interval (2-4) corresponds to the phrase "the
ball" in the string.

3.1 Structured String-Tree Correspond
ence (SSTC)
The SSTC is a general stmcture that can
associate an arbitrary tree structure to string
in a language as desired by the annotator to be
the interpretation structiJre of the string, and
more importantly is the facility to specify the
correspondence between the string and the
associated tree which can be non-projective
[3]. These features are very much desired in
the design of an annotation scheme, in
particular for the treatment of linguistic
phenomena, which are non-standard, e.g.
crossed dependencies [15].

In the SSTC, the correspondence between
the sentence on one hand, and its
representation tree on the other hand, is
defined in terms of finer sub-correspondences
between substrings of the sentence and
subtrees of the tree. Such cOlTespondence is
made of two interrelated correspondences,
one between nodes and substrings, and the
other between subtrees and substrings, (the
substrings being possibly discontinuous in
both cases). It can be treated as an extended
chart structure [5], which is capable of
handling non-projective correspondences
between the string and its representation tree.

The notation used in SSTC to denote a
correspondence consists of a pair of intervals
XlY attached to each node in the tree, where
X(SNODE) denotes the interval containing
the substring that corresponds to the node,
and Y(STREE) denotes the interval
containing the substring that cOlTesponds to
the subtree having the node as root [3].
Figure 2 illustrates the sentence "John picks
the ball up" with its corresponding SSTC. It
contains a non-projective correspondence. An
interval is assigned to each word in the
sentence, i.e. (0- I) for "John", (I -2) for
"picks", (2-3) for "the", (3-4) for "ball" and
(4-5) for "up". A substring in the sentence
that corresponds to a node in the
representation tree is denoted by assigning the
interval of the substring to SNODE of the
node, e.g. the node "picks up" with SNODE
intervals (1-2+4-5) corresponds to the words
"picks" and "up" in the string with the similar
intervals, the node "ball" with SNODE
interval (3-4) corresponds to the word "ball"
in the string with the similar interval. The
correspondence between subtrees and
substrings are denoted by the interval
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Very simple
(9-1119-11 )

Example-based parsing
(4-8/4-8)

3.2 Bitext Synchronous Parsing Technique
Here we describe how to construct the SSTC
for the Malay sentence by mean of a bitext
synchronous parsing technique. The basic
idea is to automatically generate the SSTC for
the English sentence through the use of
existing English parser. As no parser is
currently available for Malay, we propose a
synchronous parsing technique to parse the
Malay sentence based on the English sentence
parse tree together with the alignment result
obtained from the bitext aEgnment algorithm
as described earlier. The merit of this
proposed technique is to use the output of the
parser in one language (e.g. English) which
can achieve a good result to parse another
language (e.g. Malay).

The foIlowing steps describe the bitext
synchronous parsing process:

(The alignment between a pair of English and Malay
sentences obtained from the bitext alignment algorithm)

- English sentence parsing: After the text
is being aligned at different levels (i.e.
sentence, phrase, word), each English
sentence is passed to a parser. Any available
English parser may be used to parse the
English sentence. In our case, we choose the
Apple Pie Parser (APP) [11] according to the
availability. The parsing result of APP is a
partial phrase structure tree with simple noun
phrases being treated as a single node in the
parse tree. The parse tree of the example
English sentence is as given below.

S (NP (NPL The basie idea) (pP of (NPL example
based parsing))) (VP is (ADJP very simple)))

- English sentence SSTC construction: In
order to obtain the English sentence SSTC
structure, we need to compute the string-tree
correspondences [13] between the sentence
and the parse tree as represented by the SSTC
structure illustrated in Figure 3 below.

- Lexical transfer: In this process, a
duplicate copy of the English SSTC created
above is generated to be the basic stmcture
for Malay SSTC. First, the English sentence
is replaced by the Malay sentence. It followed
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by the replacement of all English word in the
SSTC structure by its corresponding Malay
word obtained from the alignment step. In the
case of a node containing more than one
word, the words will be rearranged according
to their order in the Malay sentence. Note that
the node represented by an English word
which has no Malay equivalent will be
deleted. Similarly, English word in the node
representing a phrase which has no Malay
equivalent will also be deleted. Figure 4
illustrates the SSTC structure for the Malay
sentence after lexical transfer.

S
(0/0-11)

~
NP VP

(0/0-8) (0/8-11)

~ ~
NPL(I) PP(I) is ADJP(I)
(0/0-3) (0/3-8) (8-9/8-9) (0/9-11)

~ ~
The basic of NPL(I)

idea (3-4/3-4) (014-8)
(0-3/0-3) ~

IIlI
othe,basic,idea,of,exampies-,based7parsing.is.
verYlOsimp1el1

Figure 3: An SSTC for the English sentence
"the basic idea of example-based parsing is
very simple".

S
(010-9)

~
NP VP

(010-7) (017-9)

~ /"-.
NPL(I) PP(I) adalah ADJP(I)
(0/0-2) (0/2-7) (7-817-8) (0/8-9)

~ ~ ~
Idea asas bagi NPL(I) mudah
(0-2/0-2) (2-3/2-3) (0/3-7) (8-9/8-9)

~
Penghuraian

~ berasaskan - contoh
.. (3-7/3-7)

oIdea, asas, bagi, penghuraian, berasaskans-,
contoh7adalah. mudah.

Figure 4: An SSTC construction for the Malay
sentence "idea asas bagi penghuraian
berasaskan-contoh adalah mudah" after lexical
transfer.



3.3· Synchronization of SSTC
In this process, the resultant pair of English
and Malay SSTCs will be edited semi
automatically to obtain a synchronous SSTC
which is the basic element of BKB. Based on
the notations used in the SSTC, the
translation units between the English and the
Malay SSTCs can be constructed in terms of
STREE pairs (for phrases) and SNODE pairs
(for words) [14]. For instance, as illustrated
by the synchronous SSTC given in Figure 5,
the fact that "very simple" is translated to
"mudah" is expressed by (9-11,8-9) under
the index SNODE of the translation units.
Whereas, the fact that "is very simple" is
translated to "adalah mudah" is expressed
by (8-11,7-9) under the index STREE of the
translation units. Note that this approach is
quite similar to the synchronous Tree
Adjoining Grammar presented in [12]. The
main difference between our approach and
the synchronous TAG is the flexibility
provided by the SSTC in the treatment of
some linguistic phenomena, which are non
standard [15]. This flexibility provided by the
SSTC is very much desired in establishing
translation units between source and target
substrings, which is possibly discontinuous in
both cases. In case the representation of
synchronous SSTCs generated need further
editing, a synchronous SSTC editor as
illustrated in Figure 6 can be used to perform
the necessary amendment. Figure 7 gives an
overall picture of the processes involved in

the construction of a BKB from a given
bitext.

4. Conclusion
In this paper, we described an approach to
construct a Bilingual Knowledge bank (BKB)
from a given bilingual corpora. We
introduced a flexible annotation schema
called synchronous Structured String-Tree
Correspondence (SSTC), which has been
used to annotate translation examples in the
BKB. The flexibility in the mapping from
English to Malay sentences, using
synchronous SSTC, makes possible to state
direct correspondences without a mediating
interlingual representation. By doing this, we
are able to match linguistic units at different
inter levels of the structure (i.e. define the
correspondence between substrings in the
sentence, nodes in the tree, subtrees in the
tree and sub-correspondences in the SSTC).
We also have proposed a synchronous parsing
technique to parse the Malay sentence based
on the English sentence parse tree together
with the alignment result obtained from the
bitext alignment algorithm. A graphic editor
for the synchronous SSTC (complete with
syntax verification) has been implemented.
Finally the constructed BKB (see Figure 7)
can be used as an example-base for the
EBMT [2], besides we can also derive an
example-base parsing for Malay which is
very much needed for Malay language
processing [I].

ENGLISH MALAY

The basic
. idea
(0-3/0-3)

S
(0/0-9)

NP
(0/0-7)

--------NPL(1) PP(I)
(0/0-2) (0/2-7)

~~
Idea asas bag; NPL(1)
(0·2/0-2) (2-3/2-3) (0/3-7)

~
Penghuraianberasaskan - contoh

(3-713-7)

oIdea,~~.a~hen. huraian, berasaskans -,
contoh~

NP
(0/0-8)

-------------NPL(I) PP(I)
(0/0-3) (0/3-8)

~ ~
of NPL(I)

(3-4/3·4) (0/4-8)

~
Example-based parsing

(4·8/4-8)

othe,basic,idea,of,examples-,based7parsinglll
~.

S
(0/0-11)

Figure 5: Example synchronous SSTC for the English source sentence "the basic idea of example
based parsing is very simple" and the Malay target sentence "idea asas bagi penghuraian
berasaskan-contoh adalah mudah" together with their translation units.
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File Edit Correspondences Windows

.the, basic, Idea, ofr_Rf::DiiiilD1Jliii1tiil!!!tiiis, .Idea, asas
very.. simple"

~
NP vp

(0/0-7) (017-9)

NP~(1) ada;':~(l):j
(0/0-2) (0/2-7) (7-817-8) (0/8-9)1

~ ~ ~I
Idea asas bag! NPL(J) mudah
(0-2/0-2) (2-3/2-3) (0/3-7) (8-9/8-9)

~
NP vp

~ ~
NPL(I) PP(I) is ADJP(I)
(0/0-3) (0/3-8) (8-9/8-9) (019-11)

~ O~L(I) ~e
idea (3-4/3-4) (0/4-8) (9-1119-11)

(0-3/0-3)

Figure 6: The synchronous SSTC editor.

Sentence level

q ~.. b...--- ------ ------ ---
Phrase level

word level

~

Parsing & POS
Tagging for the

English source text

Apple Pie
Parser

English source Malay target

{S { NP . ( ..(..») -tI ::J)
(S{VP .••{.-4») ~

SSTC Editor
Compile the APP ou ut into

SSTC for the English s urce text

Build the SSTC for Malay target text based
onthe SSTC for the English source text

using the alignment mapping

English Malay

s~ farge.t

U-)~

English Malay

:6-.3
Synchronous SSTC

English Malay

:63

Figure 7: The construction of the BKB based on the synchronous SSTC.
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